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Let X be a scheme of finite type over the field ofcomplex numbers and let xbe 
the generic point of the center ofa permissible monoidal transformation X’ + X.If 
the generic point y of the projectivization of the strict tangent space T,X is an 
infinitely near H-fold point to X at x (i.e., theHilbert-Samuel function of X’ at y 
“coincides” withthe Hilbert-Samuel f nction of X at x) then the length of the 
Samuel stratum ofX passing through x strictly decreases whenever itis finite. 
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Let X be a scheme of finite type over the field ofcomplex numbers. The 
scheme-theoretic Samuel strata [3] are defined tobe the flatness strata of
the sheaves ofjets J”,. Let 0 be the local ring of X at a point x and let J
be the ideal of 0 corresponding to the Samuel stratum ofX passing 
through x.It seems natural toconsider the length ~x,.~ ofB/J (when it is 
finite) as asignificant invariant i  the study of singularities. 
Our aim is to study the effect of permissible monoidal transformations 
on this invariant. Let X’ +X be a permissible monoidal transformation 
and let xbe the generic point of its center. By [ 131 we know that, for any 
point x’ of X’ above X, the Hilbert-Samuel function H,,, does not increase : 
Hj;),. d H,,, (r =tr. deg. of C(x’) over C(x)). 
Moreover, if the quality holds, then x’ is a point of the projectivization 
of the strict tangent space T,X to X at x. We shall show, when s~,.~ is finite, 
that he singularity of X’ at the generic point of Proj( T,X) is always better 
than the singularity of X at x. Precisely, we prove the following result: 
THEOREM. Let x be the generic point of the center of a permissible 
monoidal transformation X’ + X and let ybe the generic point of Proj( T,X). 
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?f sx,.x is finite, then we have sy.I. < s~,.~ orHiI, ~< H,,, (where r is the 
transcendence degree of C(y) over C(x)). 
1. NOTATIONS 
(1.1) Let B be an algebra over aring A. We define the n-jets a
J;,A =(BO, m/A”+ l, n > 0, 
where A is the kernel ofthe multiplication map r:B @A B + B. We con- 
sider onJnglA the B-algebra structure defined bythe morphism b + 10 b, 
so that he other morphism b + b @ 1 induces a morphism of A-algebras 
The kernel ofthe morphism J”,l, -+ B induced bym is called the augmen- 
tation ideal of JnglA. 
We say that amap D : B + B is a differential operator forder n(over A)
if there exists anA-module morphism f:Ji,A + B such that D = f. jn. The 
B-module of all differential operators of order n will be denoted by 
Diff;(B). 
If D: B --+ B is a differential operator of order n and u E B, then the map 
D,: B + B defined byD,(b) =D(ub) -uD(b) is a differential operator f
order n- 1. 
We use J; and Diff “(B) instead ofJ”,,, and Diff “,(B) when A is under- 
stood. 
When X is a scheme over afield k,then J”, will be the sheaf of n-jets of 
X over k. 
(1.2) Throughout this paper x will be a point of a scheme X of finite 
type over the field ofcomplex numbers ; 0 will be the local ring of X at x 
and M will be its maximal ideal. 
The flatness strata (see [3]) of the sheaves ofjets J> are said to be the 
(scheme-theoretic) Samuel strata of X. The Samuel stratum ofX passing 
through x is denoted by S,(X) and J,, will be the corresponding ideal 
of 0. 
We shall need the calculation of J,, in terms of differential operators 
and normalized standard bases [3]. 
(1.3) We define the tangent cone to X at x as 
C,(X) =Spec(Gr,B) 
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and the Samuel stratum ofC,(X) passing through t e vertex issaid to be 
the strict tangent space to X at x, and is denoted byT,(X). 
The strict tangent space is a vector subspace because the characteristic of 
the residue field c(x) is zero [3,2.3.5], and it is the usual tangent space 
when X is regular tx. 
(1.4) The Hilbert-Samuel f nction fX at x is defined by
H,,(n) =length(M”/M”+ ‘) 
and for each integer r we define Hj;‘, by 
H$,:“(n)= H$,)-x(0)+ H$,)-x(l)+ ... +Hi,),(n). 
From now on, H will be the function H,,r. 
(1.5) A monoidal transformation X’ + X is said to be permissible if the 
center isregular nd X is normally flat along it. 
If xi+ . . . + X, -+ X is a sequence ofpermissible monoidal transforma- 
tions, for each point x’ of Xi above xwe have [ 133, [123 
HI;‘.., G Hx,\., I. 
where ris the transcendence degree of C(x’) over c(x). If the equality 
holds, then x’ is said to be an infinitely n arH-fold point of X at x. 
2. LENGTH OF THE SAMUEL STRATUM 
The following result isimplicit in [111, but we give aproof because w
know no explicit references: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let X’ + X be a permissible monoidal transformation and 
let x’ E X’ be an infinitely near H-fold point of X at x. If gE Jx,s, then 
glt EJx’,xc 7 where t= 0 is a local equation for the exceptional divisor atx’. 
ProoJ We may assume that X is a closed subscheme ofa regular 
scheme Z of finite type over C. Let B be the local ring of Z at x and let 
B’ be the local ring of Z’ at x’, where Z’ denotes the monoidal transforma- 
tion of Z with the same center asX’ + X. The defining deal of S,(X) in 
Z will be denoted byZ, (we shall use these notations throughout therest 
of the paper). 
We may also assume that xand x’ are closed points. 
First weshall prove the theorem inthe hypersurface case. 
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If X is defined byf = 0 in a neighborhood f x in 2, then we have [3] 
(2.2) ZV=(Df;D~DiffmP1(B)), 
where m is the multiplicity of X at x (i.e., theorder off at x). Hence, if 
g E I,, then g= Df for some differential operator D of order m - 1 and we 
must therefore p ove the xistence of a differential operator D’:B’ + B’ of 
order m - 1 such that 
(2.3) t-‘(Df)=D’(f/t”). 
Now, we have 
t~‘(Df)=(F1 DM’f’Y + (~-‘DPW~“), 
where D, is the differential operator forder m - 2 defined by 
D,(b) =D(ub)- uD(b); hence, the theorem is a consequence of the 
following lemma :
LEMMA 2.4. The cokernel of B’ -+ JirlB is annihilated by t and the cokernel 
of Ji Be B’ --f Ji. is annihilated by t”. If D: B + B is a differential operator 
qf order n, then we have (a and b are allowed to be negative) : 
(i) t” EDiff”(B’) for a> n. 
(ii) i”D( tbu) EB’ whenever a + b > n and u E B’. 
(iii) tUDrhEDiffnP1(B’) for a+b>n. 
Proo$ Let (fr, . .  f,) be the ideal of the center ofthe given monoidal 
transformation and let ui =h./t. Then B’ is a localization of B[u, , . . u,] ;
so that JislB= B’[du,, . .du,], where dui= j”(ui) - ui. Since t, fje B, we 
have 0= df, =d( tu,) =t dui and we conclude that . JgslB = t . B’ c B’. 
Now, let us consider the cokernel K of the morphism J”,@, B’ + J;, and 
let A’ be the augmentation deal of Ji,. Since (A’)” + ’ = 0 and A’ -+ K is 
surjective, we get (A’)“K= 0. Moreover, ifA denotes the augmentation 
ideal of J’& tensoring by B = J”,/A the following exact sequence of
J”,-modules 
we get an exact sequence ofB-modules 
B’ -+ J;.,,, -+ K/A.K+0. 
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Since we have shown that he cokernel of the natural morphism B’ + JiSIB 
is annihilated by t,we have tKE AK. Therefore 
t”KE A”Kg (A’)“K=O 
and we conclude that K is annihilated by t”. 
Now, assertion (i)is a direct onsequence of the property just proved, 
because the kernel ofJ”,O, B’ -+ Ji, is a torsion B’-module (localize at the 
generic point of Z). 
To prove (ii) we proceed byinduction on band n, since the statement 
is obvious for n= 0 and becomes assertion (i)when b = 0. If b# 0, then we 
have 
t”D(tbu)= taD,(tbplu)+ taflD(tb-‘u) when b>O 
tOD(tbu)=ta~lD(tb+‘u)-trr~lDt(tbu) when b<O 
and we conclude (ii) bythe induction hypothesis, nce D, is a differential 
operator of order n - 1. 
Now we prove (iii): by (ii) wehave that 
tOD,h(u) = t”D(tbu) - tU+bD(u), u E B’ 
belongs toB’ whenever a +b > n; hence, inthis case, t”Dlb isa differential 
operator of B’ and this concludes theproof of the lemma. 
We now return to the proof of Theorem 2.1. In the gene&l case we 
consider a normalized standard basis (fi, . . f,) for the ideal of X in the 
completion 8. By [3, 2.23 we have 
(2.5) 1, = (Oh; DE Diff m(i’P ‘(B)), 
where m(i) is the order off, at x. Hence, we are reduced toproving the 
theorem for g = DA, D being a differential operator forder m(i) - 1. 
The result follows from (2.3), since it is known [3, 3.1 l] that 
(f, /P(l), . .) f,/t”“‘) is a normalized standard basis for the ideal ofA” in B’ 
when x’ is an infinitely n arH-fold point of X at x. 
LEMMA 2.6. If d is the codimension of T,(X) in T,(Z), then there exists 
a regular system (z,, . . zd, t, . .) of parameters of B such that z,, .. Z~E I,. 
Proof: First we prove the result when x is a closed point and, in this 
case, weshall use (2.5). The strict tangent space T.,X is a vector subspace 
of T,Z defined bysome independent linear equations 5, = ... =Z,= 0. By 
the calculation of the strict tangent space [3, 2.3.51, we know that 
Z, =d,(yi) for some differential operators bi EDiff m(i)P ‘(Gr, B), where 
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f,, . . fr are the initial forms of a normalized standard basis fi, . . fr. We 
may choose differential operators Dj Diff”“‘- ‘(B) such that he initial 
form of zj= Dj(fi) is Fj= Dj(x). By(2.5) weconclude that z,, .. zd belong 
to I,, and their nitial forms are independent linear forms. 
Now we consider the general case. When X is normally flat along a
regular subscheme Y,it is well known that he codimension of the strict 
rangent space is a lower semicontinuous function on Y. Let Y be a regular 
open subscheme ofthe closure X contained in the Samuel stratum ofX pas- 
sing through x.We get he xistence of a closed point y E Y such that he 
codimension of T,.X in T?Z is d. Since y is a closed point, wemay find 
functions z, .. Z~E Z? whose initial forms are independent linear forms at 
y ; hence z, . . Z~E I, and their nitial forms are linearly independent at x.
DEFINITION 2.7. The length of O/J, li will be denoted bysx, ~. It may be 
infinite. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let x be the generic point of the center of a permissible 
monoidal transformation X’ + X and let ybe the generic point of Proj( T,X). 
Zf s*,r is finite and y is an infinitely n arH-fold point of X at x, then 
Proof By (2.6) we may choose a regular system (z, . . zd, t, ..) of 
parameters of B such that zl, .. Z~E Z,. Let m be the least integer number 
such that ”’ belongs toI, (such an integer number m exists, because the 
length ofB/Z, is assumed to be finite); therefore 
m < length( B/Z.,) = s~,.~. 
By (2.1) wehave that ”’ ’ = P/t and z,! = z,/t belong to IV. Since the 
maximal ideal of CC&-,, I: is (t, z’, , .. z&), we obtain 
sx, ,.,, = length(Co,,,,./Z.,,) d m - 1. 
COROLLARY 2.9. Zf sx,; is finite and the dimension fT, X is 1, then 
there exists a sequence of permissible monoidal transformations 
x,-b ... -+ X, -+ X, with s6 sx, ~, such that X,S has no infinitely n arH-fold 
point of X at x. 
Proof: If yis an infinitely n arH-fold point of X at x, then (see [lo]) 
we have dim( T,X) d dim( T,X). Now we apply (2.8). 
Remark. The proof of Theorem 2.1 remains valid when X is a scheme 
of finite type over an algebraically losed field ofpositive characteristic, 
replacing thenormalized standard basis bythe generators (of the ideal Z of 
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b corresponding to X) which are part of a presentation of @I in the sense 
of Giraud [4, 3.11. 
When X is a hypersurface of an excellent regular scheme Z, the proof of 
(2.1) remains valid if the ideal JX,,Y isdefined bythe quality (2.2). 
Remark. Our argument essentially shows that Theorem 2.8 remains 
valid when X is a scheme of finite type over an algebraically losed field of
positive characteristic and the strict tangent space T,X is an integral 
scheme. 
EXAMPLE. Let X be the surface of Z= Spec(C[t, y, z]) defined by
f( t, y, z) = z4 + t6y2z + t*y5 = 0 
so that he strict tangent space to X at the origin x is the plane z= 0. By 
(2.3) wehave 
I, = (z, t*y*, ty3, y4, Py, P) 
and we get hat he length ofOX:x..X/JX,x is 14. 
On the other hand, let X’ and Z’ be the monoidal transformations of X 
and Z with center x.Then we have 
flp = 24 + pji*2 + t3y5 ; j = y/t, z = z/t 
- - and the origin x’of Spec(@[ t,y, z]) is an infinitely n ar4-fold point of X 
at x (i.e., themultiplicity of X’ at x is 4). We have 
I,. =(2) +(t, jq5 
so that he length ofl!lY,,,/JY,.., is 15. We conclude that inequality 2.8 is 
false when y is a generic point of the locus of infinitely n arH-fold points 
of X at x. 
3. MAXIMAL CONTACT 
Finally, we shall apply Theorem 2.1 to the theory of maximal contact. 
DEFINITION 3.1. If X is a closed subscheme ofaregular scheme of finite 
type over C, we say that asubscheme W of Z has maximal contact with X
at x if W is regular tx and for any infinitely n arH-fold point x’ of X 
at x we have 
X)E w and T,.(X) E T,,(W). 
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(Naturally in these conditions X and W must be replaced by the corre- 
sponding strict transforms.) 
THEOREM 3.2. Let W be a subscheme ofZ regular tx. If W contains 
the Samuel stratum S,(X), then W has maximal contact with X at x. 
Proof We may assume that W is a hypersurface of Z and, in this case, 
the theorem follows directly from (2.1) and the following result : 
LEMMA 3.3. Zf S,(X) G W, then T,(X) E T,(W). 
Proof. By (2.5) wemay assume that W is defined locally by Oh= 0, 
where D is a differential operator of B of order d = m(i) - 1. Let m be the 
maximal ideal ofB; then, D induces morphisms 
and we get adifferential operator D: Gr,B + Gr,B of order d such that 
the initial form of Dfi is Dfi, where A. is the initial form ofh. Hence Dfj =0 
is an equation for T, W in T,Z and, by the calculation [3, 2.3.5-j of the 
strict tangent space T,X, we conclude that Dfi vanishes on T,J. 
Remark. This theorem remains valid for schemes of finite ype over 
arbitrary lgebraically losed fields, andfor any hypersurface of a regular 
excellent scheme Z when J,, is defined by(2.2). This generality is quite 
illusory, since it is possible that no regular subscheme ( xcept Z itself) 
contains the Samuel stratum. 
EXAMPLE. The condition S,(X) c W is not necessary for W to have 
maximal contact with X at x. 
Let X be the plane curve defined by z3 = t’. Then the ideal ofthe Samuel 
stratum ofX at the origin s(z, t3) in spite of the curve z= t2 having 
maximal contact with X at the origin. 
EXAMPLE. Let us consider the plane curve X defined byzp = tP + ’ over 
a field ofcharacteristic p. The deal ofthe Samuel stratum ofX at the origin 
is then Z, = (zp - tP+ ‘, tp) =(zp, tP) ; hence no regular curve can contain the 
Samuel stratum even though it might have maximal contact with X at the 
origin whenever its tangent line is z = 0. 
EXAMPLE. Let X be the hypersurface of Z=Spec(C[[t,, . . t,,z]]) 
defined by
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If AiE (t,, . .) t,)‘+ l,then the multiplicity of X atthe closed point x is m ; 
the strict tangent space TX X is the hyperplane z = 0and a”- ‘f/az”- ’ = 
(m!)z+ ((m- l)!) A,. Hence, by (2.2) and (3.2), we conclude that he 
hypersurface of Z defined by
1 
z+--&A,(t,, . .)I )=0 
has maximal contact with X at x. 
EXAMPLE. Let p be an odd prime number. We may consider 
X= Spec( H[p3j2i] ) as the hypersurface of Z =Spec(Z [ t] )defined by
tZ+2p2t+p3+p4=0. 
Applying the derivation d/dtwe get hat he curve r+ p2 = 0 has maxi- 
mal contact with X at the point corresponding to the maximal ideal (p, t). 
EXAMPLE. Let k be a field ofcharacteristic 2 and let X be a hypersur- 
face of Z = Spec(k[x, y, z, t]) such that he tangent cone to X at the origin 
p is defined by(see [S]) 
x2 + uy* +uz2 +wt2 = o5 
where U, uE k and [k2(u, ): k2] = 4. Then, the strict tangent space TPX 
(even if it is defined tobe the locus of all points ofC,X of multiplicity 2, 
with the reduced scheme structure) passes through the point 
(J&,4, A) and the only vector subspace ofTpZ passing through t is 
point is just TpZ. Therefore, we conclude that no subscheme ofZ may have 
maximal contact with X at p (except Z itself). 
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